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The threefold call to remembrance... Jude 5-7 

 

What is the first familiar example Jude uses? vs.5  Heb.3:16-19, ICor.10:1-12 

 The (majority) of Israelites brought out of Egypt, saw miracles, died in unbelief.   

What is the main point Jude makes in this example? vs.5 

 God's grace, rejected (no faith), brings judgment. No remedy for rejected grace…   

What is his second, less familiar, example? vs.6 

 Angels who are kept in everlasting chains, bound over to the final judgment.    

And what was their violation? vs.6 

 1. did not keep their own domain  2. abandoned their proper abode     

What are some interpretations of this event? 

 Left their rank (positions) in Holy Angel ranking or left heaven.     

But what's the problem with such a generalized interpretation? 

 All of Satan's angels (demons) did this and yet only a portion are presently chained…  

What does example have to suggest? 

 That a portion of the demons did something so "out of bounds" that God removed them.  

What other possibilities are there for this passage? 

 Perhaps some gross rebellion by these angels against God, or Gen.6 (angels/women).  

And what is the third example chosen by Jude? vs.7 

 Sodom and Gomorrah and cities around them. Gross immorality, total destruction…  

What do we observe about the connection between vs.6 and vs.7? vs.7 

 Sodom and Gomorrah are "just as" and "in the same way" as the angels of vs.6.   

Since we know clearly about Sodom and Gomorrah, what does this suggest about vs.6? 

 The language strongly suggests the angels sins were "going after strange flesh", ie, Gen.6  

 

 

The urgent application…Jude 8 

 

What does Jude pull us back to for the application of the 3 examples? vs.8  see vs.4 

 He uses the 3 examples to describe those who 'crept' into the church. Authority/dreams.  

And Jude pulls 3 specific ways these men copy the 3 examples. What are they? vs.8 

 1. defile the flesh  2. reject authority  3. revile (slander) angelic beings (authority)   

Comment on these traits in our world today. 

 Rampant explosion of 'gay rights', reject conscience/Scripture, ridicule "old" authority.  

Such things are always "in the world". What was so alarming to Jude? vs.3,4 

 They have crept into the church. Professing Christians, but licentious, rejecting Christ.  

How far into the church had these dreamers gotten? vs.12 

 They were integrated into their 'love feasts' (early church fellowship, likely w/communion)  

 


